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 Social Media? I don’t want anything to do with that!

 Isn’t that people on the internet posting pictures of cats and funny videos?

 Well, yes, there are cat videos. But there is a lot more too.

 Don’t be afraid to enter the world of Social Media…



You have a choice to make:



OK, maybe it’s not quite that 

dramatic…



Just What is Social Media, Exactly?

 Social Media is human interaction… on the Internet

 The “Social” part: interacting with other people by sharing and 

receiving information with them.

 The “Media” part: is a form of communication, specifically, the 

internet, and the types of information shared, like text, GIF, video, 

etc.

 Put those two terms together:

 Social Media are web-based communication tools that enable 

people to interact with each other by sharing and consuming 

information. (Definition from lifewire.com)



Popular Forms of Social Media

 Facebook – highest number of users and most well known SM 

platform.  Every day: 4.5 billion likes

 Twitter -Users post and read 140-character messages (tweets) along 

with photos, videos, and links. Similar to texting, except gets posted 

to web where other can respond. Every day: 500 million tweets

 Instagram – online mobile photo/video sharing site with different 

filters and effects that can be applied. Every day: 95 million photos 

and videos

 (Statistics from Hootsuite.com)



Popular Forms of Social Media

 LinkedIn – business and employment oriented social networking 

service. Users create profiles that act as online, updatable 

resumes/CVs where colleagues can comment/recommend you. 

Also allow you to connect or “friend” former/current coworkers, 

customers, etc. 

 YouTube – popular video-sharing website. Over a billion users. Every 

day: almost 5 billion videos watched (statistics: fortunelords.com)

 Many other types of Social Media, and new ones emerging all the 

time. 



Social Media: it’s not going away

 Maybe you’re thinking “if I just ignore it, it’ll go away”

 This is like thinking “Maybe TV and the Internet will go 

away”

 Usage is increasing (Pew: 7% of adults used SM in 2005; 

65% use SM in 2015; 90% of young adults use SM). These 

numbers closely parallel general Internet usage #’s)

 New platforms come out all the time: snapchat, 

periscope, etc



Social Media: it’s not going away

78% of US population has a social media profile

What ever happened to Myspace?



Social Media can be fun/social, 

but why would businesses use it?
 To increase sales, business growth 

by:

 Marketing through SM

 Gain customer insights using data 

from SM

 Increase brand awareness and 

loyalty

 Increase website traffic



Social Media  

 Establish and build relationships

 Unforeseen Opportunities

 Be yourself-share vision/brand

 Choosing appropriate platform

 Chance to stand out, be a pioneer

 Add value to the community

 Takes time and effort

 Wastes time 

 Finding the appropriate presence

 Too many choices

 Have to keep up

 Lots of “junk” to sort through

Pros Cons



Why should chapters use Social 

Media?



Increase CSI and Chapter Visibility

 As you’ve just seen, more and more people (and younger people in 

particular) are using SM

 CSI is an organization whose “product” is people (members), 

communication and education

 In order to thrive, chapters need members and to communicate 

valuable information to our industry

 In order to become a member, people need to become aware of 

CSI and receive (perceive) a value



Increase CSI and Chapter Visibility

 SM is a great (and growing) way to increase CSI and chapter 

visibility

 So, SM is another way for CSI to advertise itself. And it’s free 

 People may search for local chapter, see SM accounts

 This is the future of how to grow membership



One example:



Promoting 

chapter events

 Promote chapter events to:

 Members

 Industry

 The public





Reporting on chapter events:



From “The Web, Social Media, and Your 

Chapter” by Joy Davis, CSI, CDT



Networking

 With:

 with other chapters, 

 members, 

 within industry, 

 other organizations (i.e., AIA)



Networking 

AIA East Bay responds to a tweet 
regarding a joint CSI-AIA event



Networking

CSI East Bay and Cherise Lakewood 

aka “The CSI Kraken”
RCI Inc and CSI East Bay collaborate on an 

event in the Bay Area



Discussing industry issues, news, 

events

Cherise Lakeside and 

Lauren Anderson discuss 

industry strategy



Social Media at CONSTRUCT 2016

 Social Media played an important role at CONSTRUCT 2016 in Austin, 

TX this year

 Hashtags provided a way for participants in presentations and other 

events to organize their use of Social Media 

 Hashtags are a way to categorize SM posts

 You use hashtags by typing the # symbol before a subject or name

 For example: you might tweet about this conference using the 

hashtag #CSIWest

 This categorizes the content of your tweet as relating to this event 

AND, by clicking on #CSIWest, you will also be able to see all other 

tweets about #CSIWest

 We will look at some examples of the use of hashtags at CONSTRUCT



Social Media at CONSTRUCT 2016

 To tweet anything related to CONSTRUCT, participants used the 

hashtag #CONSTRUCT



Social Media at CONSTRUCT 2016

 The #CONSTRUCT hashtag provided a way to organize information 

and communication

 That meant you could easily see what other people were saying 

about CONSTRUCT

 So it provided an insight on other people’s experiences

 You could have learned about an event you might not have known 

about otherwise

 It was even used as a way to organize which restaurant/bar to meet 

at during the evening

 Not just text; pictures, videos, etc



Social Media at CONSTRUCT 2016

 The best use of hashtags at CONSTRUCT was for live-tweeting 

presentations/workshops

 Participants used the session name/number (i.e., W01) and tweeted 

important parts of the presentation

 This allowed people not actually at CONSTRUCT to follow along, and 

for participants who WERE there to discuss what they were learning, 

ask questions, and offer opinions online.

 For example: session W01 was “Masonry Drawing & Specification 

Review”

 So participants used the hashtag #W01 

 Examples on next slide:



Social Media at CONSTRUCT 2016

#W01



Example from LCI



EBO Next Steps

 Keep the Mission in Mind: The mission of CSI is to advance building 

information management and education of project teams to 

improve facility performance. (Education opportunities) 

 Focus on the Audience: Our chapter members, the design and 

construction community

 Goals: Increase chapter membership, provide education 

opportunities for our community

 Resources: Budget, Volunteers with the necessary experience, 

members.

 Select and use SM technology appropriately based the above



Your next steps (i.e. so what do I do 

now?)

 If you already have personal Social Media accounts, get involved 

by reading and interacting with CSI, chapters, members and 

industry members

 If your chapter doesn’t have it’s own SM accounts, you or a chapter 

representative can create them

 Most useful SM platforms in this case: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn

 If you don’t know how to create or use Social Media accounts, 

there is help available. 



For more information:

 Visit this webpage:

csieastbay.wordpress.com/sm
 How to open Social Media accounts

 Information on how to use Social Media

 Download this presentation

 Links to CSI Social Media “Power Users”

 Follow us on Twitter:           @CSIEastBay

eastbay.csinet.org
twitter.com/csieastbay

